
Jade Temple Holistic Hospital Project IP#101

Templo de Jade Holistic Hospital is a Holistic Hospital project in Spain, whose
fundamental axis is the implementation of the Med Bed for the health and integrity of the
human being. The project will be developed in a natural environment, away from urban
areas, in a quiet place, well connected and that meets the best conditions for health,
surrounded by gardens and with all the comforts and technology available.

Our goal is to reach a maximum number of people who do not have the necessary
resources to access both public and private health. We also want to favor people who
suffer from diseases, pathologies, etc., of which traditional medicine does not
contemplate their treatment and/or solution.

The promoters of the project are responsible people with the determination and
commitment to contribute our work and all our efforts to help Humanity in the crucial
moment that we are living on planet Earth, as an integral part of a cosmic system.
Our initial goals are:

- Introduction to the new Bedmed technology
- Being a benchmark in Spain and in the world as a humanitarian social project
- Optimal performance of staff and facilities
- Obtain the access of disadvantaged social sectors that cannot afford private
treatments.
- Cure diseases and pathologies that have no solution today
- Implementation of precise diagnosis, preparation of pre- and post-Bedmed treatment

For this we will have adequate infrastructure and spaces for the optimum functioning of
the Hospital.

The Hospital will consist of the following areas:
- Medical area
- Maintenance area
- Auditorium
- Outdoor area
- Spa
- Heliport
- Security

We want to have the best human and professional team in all areas of work.



We seek that all our facilities use renewable energy, with maximum efficiency,
sustainability and integration into the environment.


